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Abstract: Sensor node deployment is one of the critical topics addressed in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) research, which
determines coverage efficiency of WSNs. This paper proposes a self-organizing algorithm for enhancing the coverage for WSNs,
which is so-called Ionic bond-directed particle swarm optimization (IBPSO). The proposed algorithm combines the ionic bond
method with particle swarm optimization (PSO), where ionic bond method usesa judicious ionic bond between two sensor nodes to
determine which node needs to move and also the path and direction of the movement and PSO is suitable for solving multi-dimension
function optimization in continuous space. Simulation results demonstrate thatIBPSO has more satisfactory performance on regional
convergence and global searching than PSO algorithm and can implement dynamic deployment of WSNs more efficiently and rapidly.
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1. Introduction

The sensory ability of WSNs to physical world is
embodied in coverage which is often used to describe the
monitoring standard of Quality of Service (QoS) [1,2].
Two key issues in mobile Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) are coverage and energy conservation. A high
coverage rate ensures a high quality of service of the
WSNs. These two issues are correlated, as coverage
improvement in mobile WSNs requires the sensors to
move, which is one of the main factors of energy
consumption. Therefore sensor node deployment
optimization in mobile WSNs has become a critical
problem in wireless sensor network applications.

Some previous works model the mobile sensors as the
electrons [3,4] or molecules [5,6] to avoid uneven
deployment where sensor nodes modeled as cluster
architecture. Virtual force algorithm recently emerges as
one of main approaches for dynamic deployment [7]. The
received signal strength of this message is treated as the
force which pushes each other. The deploying procedure

finishes when the forces work on every sensor are
balanced. Sensors in this model may need oscillation
moving that sensors move back and forth over a small
region to adjust their positions before the force trends
balance. It is not energy efficiency for those energy
limited sensors. The authors of article [8] modeled the
deploying procedure as that of building the ionic bonds
between ions. Sensors are ions, and the links between
them are the ionic bonds. Sensors do not need to have
their respective position information. They are only
required the abilities to identify the directions of
incoming signals and accurately estimate their distances
to neighbors. These are two essential abilities in general
self-deploying methods. One satisfactory deployment
method can effectively maximize the coverage and
minimize the deploying time. However, the Ion-6 method
in [8] needs to fix the nodes’ positions continually in
order to form the hexagon topology, which would
influence the performance on global optimization.

PSO is a search algorithm which can be used to look
for optimal solution in a given search space. It is based on
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how a flock of birds work together to find food in an area.
These birds, directed by the results of their own searches
and other birds’ successes, will move around the search
space to find food. The birds are represented in PSO
algorithm by a swarm of particles. Wu used PSO to
optimize coverage in a mobile WSNs and reduce the
communication energy consumption in cluster based
sensor networks by electing the best set of cluster heads
in [9]. The coverage is evaluated by grid-based fitness
function. Another algorithm known as virtual force
directed co-evolutionary PSO (VFCPSO) is introduced in
[10], however, consideration on minimizing energy
consumption is not taken. In [11], a multi-objective
problem is considered, where the objectives include
maximizing coverage and minimizing energy
consumption on sensor communications and sensor
movements. However, the search space of PSO algorithm
expands exponentially along with the increasement of the
optimized vector dimensions. Therefore, calculation time
of PSO algorithm is still a bottleneck for WSNs
optimization.

Based on the above problems, this paper combines
PSO algorithm and the ionic bond method, and proposes
a sensor node deployment algorithm based on ionic
bond-directed particle swarm optimization (IBPSO). On
one hand, IBPSO algorithm adopts ionic bond to guide
the evolution directions of particles and promote the
update speed of PSO algorithm. On the other hand,
IBPSO algorithm avoids the defects of the Ion-6 method
that fixed the node positions for hexagon topology.
IBPSO algorithm has stronger searching ability and faster
convergence speed to obtain the optimal deployment
compared with PSO algorithm and the Ion-6 Method.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives the
problem description and related definitions. Section 3
describes the node deployment algorithm based on ionic
bond-directed particle swarm optimization (IBPSO).
Section 4 verifies the validity of the algorithm via
simulation experiments. At the end of this paper, we come
to a conclusion and introduce the future research plan.

2. Description of the problem and related
definitions

Assumption 1: Lots of sensor nodes are randomly
distributed in a given target area to monitor the interested
events, and there exists one sink node as the processing
center to implement the IBPSO algorithm.

Assumption 2: Every sensor node has a unique
identity.

Assumption 3: Every sensor node has the basic
orientation function (perhaps GPS and antenna array) and
it can calculate the current position and direction.

Assumption 4: All sensor nodes have the same
communication ranges. The coverage area of each sensor
node is a circular disk. The sensing range is equal to the

communication range. Every sensor node can
communicate with others without losing data.

Assumption 5: Sensor node can accurately finish the
position migration and node energy is sufficient to support
the node deployment process.

Assumption 6: Sensor node can precisely estimate the
distance to the sender by the received signal strength of
incoming packets.

Assumption 7: Every sensor node installs a precise
antenna array, which can identify the angle of every
incoming packet. Each sensor also has a precise compass
to determine its moving direction.

Assume that in the target area A, the locations of
randomly deployed sensor nodes are all meet the form of
uniform distribution model, and any two sensor nodes is
not in the same location. The relevant definitions are as
follows:

Definition 1. Distance between Node and Target:
NodeNi is in (xi,yi) and targetN j is in (x j,y j), then

the distance between targetN j and nodeNi is defined as
D(Ni,N j), shown as equation (1):

D(Ni,N j) =
√

(xi − x j)2+(yi − y j)2 (1)

Definition 2. Distance between two Nodes:
DistancedAB of nodeA(xA,yA) to nodeB(xB,yB) is

defined as equation (2):

dAB =
√

(xA − xB)2+(yA − yB)2 (2)

3. A node deployment algorithm based on
IBPSO optimization

3.1. Particle swarm optimization

Particle swarm is a population based optimization tool
inspired by the natural social behavior of certain
organisms like bird flocking and fish schooling as
developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [12]. This behavior
is imitated in PSO where particles fly over the search
domain influenced by the experience of their own and the
surrounding neighbors. The algorithmic flow in PSO
starts with a population of particles whose positions and
velocities are randomly initialized in the search space,
where the former represents the potential solutions for the
current problem, and the latter determines the next
movement. The search for optimal position is performed
by updating particle velocities (vi j) and positions (xi j)
through equation (3) and equation (4) respectively:

vi j(t +1) = w× vi j(t)

+c1× r1 j(t)× (pi j(t)− xi j(t)) (3)

+c2× r2 j(t)× (pg j(t)− xi j(t))

xi j(t +1) = xi j(t)+ vi j(t) (4)
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Figure 1 The six ionic bonds and stable slots of sensor node A

wherew is inertia weight used to control the effect of the
previous velocity on the current velocity. Decreasing
inertia weight over time encourages higher exploration at
the beginning and better tuning at the end of one search.
c1 andc2 are the learning factors to control the effect of
the “best” factors of particles.r1 j(t) and r2 j(t) are two
independent random numbers in the range of [0.0, 1.0].
The velocity of the particle is influenced directly by two
factors: the best position found so far by the particle
(pi j(t) i.e. pbest) and the best position found by the
neighboring particles (pg j(t) i.e. gbest). The quality of
the solution is evaluated by a fitness function, which is a
problem-dependent function. If the current solution is
better than the fitness ofpi j(t) or pg j(t), the best value
will be replaced by current solution accordingly. This
update process will continue until stopping criterion is
met, usually when either maximum iteration is achieved
or target solution is attained.

3.2. Ionic bond based method

Before discussing the ionic bond based method, we made
an assumption that sensor nodes are modeled as ions, and
the links between them are treated as ionic bonds which
can seen as a force between every two nodes. The number
of ionic bonds of a sensor node is limited, in order to
organize the deploying topology as the hexagonal shape,
the number of the ionic bonds of every sensor node are set
to six. When the number comes to six, the sensor node
will expel others out of its field. Sensor nodes organize
themselves as the hexagonal shape to maximize the
network’s coverage area, retain the network connectivity
and prevent from introducing the coverage holes. As
shown in Fig.1, assume that node A is the first sensor
node to start deploying, then node A will determine the
direction of each ionic bond. The six ionic bond
directions are just divided the coverage area of A into six
slots which would form the hexagon. All the nodes during
the deployment will select their six directions according
to that of the first node A.

Now we define some variables,Si represents the
stable neighbor of A,Ii represents the stable ionic bond

Figure 2 The path and direction of sensor node B’s movement

between A andSi, then−→Di represents the direction ofIi,
the distance between A andSi is equal to the sensing
radiusR. So according to the defined variables, the stable
neighbors of A areS1, S2, . . . ,S6 and the directions of the
six ionic bonds of sensor node A are−→D1,−→D2,. . . ,−→D6.

At the beginning, all sensor nodes have free ionic
bonds and are waiting for combining with other nodes
whose states are unsteady. We randomly choose a sensor
node A to enter the active mode and start the deploying
procedure. Node A sets the default directions of the six
ionic bonds and broadcasts its six directions which are
−→D1, −→D2, . . . ,−→D6 to all neighborsS1, S2,. . . ,S6.

Seen in Fig.2, assume B is an unsteady sensor node
that can directly receive the bond packet from A, and its
distance to A isdAB which can be calculated through
equation (2). Define−→VABis the incoming direction of the
bond packet. For each free ionic bondIi in the bond
packet, we assume the distance from node B toSi as di

and the direction as−→Vi , B will computedi and−→Vi to the
correspondingSi. Then, sensor node B sends the results to
A. We can use trigonometric function as the equation (5)
to computedi:

di =
√

d2
AB +R2−2dAB ×R×cosθi (5)

where R is the sensing radius,−→Di is the direction from
sensor A to one of A’s six ionic bonds of sensor nodeSi.
θi is the included angle of−→VAB and−→Di. It can be obtained
from the inner product of−→VAB and−→Di shown in equation
(6).

θi = cos−1( |
−→VAB•

−→Di|

|
−→VAB||

−→Di|
) (6)

The moving direction−→Vi can be computed from
equation (7) as follows:

−→Vi = R×
−→Di −dAB ×

−→VAB (7)

Sensor node A instructs the sensor node to move to
eachSi with the minimal di after it collects the results
from all neighbor sensor nodesS1, S2, . . . , S6. These
instructed sensor nodes will switch to active mode. IfS1,
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S2, . . . , S6 are not occupied by any other node, they are
ready for moving to the stable slots and park at the
corresponding locations. After these six nodes complete
their respective movement procedure, they will notify
sensor node A. Then A will expel all passive mode
sensors out its sensing field. After that, node A transforms
to lock state. Those lock state sensors will no longer
move. The six neighbor sensor nodesS1, S2, . . . , S6 will
repeat A’s work and instruct their own neighbor nodes to
achieve lock states. It is a worth noting that one node can
only execute this process at one time. Finally, all the
nodes are steady and the whole procedure is completed.

3.3. Proposed optimization algorithm for node
deployment

In this section, we propose a sensor node deployment
algorithm based on ionic bond-directed particle swarm
optimization (IBPSO) by combining PSO algorithm and
the ionic bond method. During optimization, each particle
changes its velocity towardpbest andgbest position with
the bounded random acceleration. Velocity and position
of particle are updated according to equation (3) and (4)
in section 3.1.pbest andgbest are updated according to
equation (8) and (9) respectively:

pbest =

{

pbest f (pnow)≥ f (pbest)
pnow f (pnow)< f (pbest) (8)

pbest = min{pbest1, pbest2, . . . , pbestn} (9)

wherepbest is the best location of a particle,gbest is the
global optimal solution andpnow is the current location.
In original PSO, the initialized positions and velocities of
particles are generated by a random condition, so the
convergence speed is partially determined by the
initialized parameters of particles. Moreover, thepbest
and gbest positions may not be the optimal results,
especially in the forepart of optimization, which will
impact the convergence of optimization. Hence, if some
other appropriate factors can be introduced to direct the
particles flying to the optimal positions, the convergence
speed and searching ability of PSO can be improved. It is
also the key motivation for combining with the ionic bond
method.

We can abstract the issue of sensor node deployment
in wireless sensor networks to a problem of effective
network coverage of target area optimization where input
parameters are integer vectors of the nodes moving
positions. Assume that the wireless sensor network is
made up byN sensor nodes, the velocity of each particle
is updated according to not only the historical optimal
solutions but also the ionic bonds of sensor nodes.
Updating is expressed by equation (10) and (11).

vi j(t +1) = w(t)× vi j(t)

+c1× r1 j(t)× (pi j(t)− xi j(t))

+c2× r2 j(t)× (pg j(t)− xi j(t)) (10)

+c3× r3 j(t)×gi j(t)

xi j(t +1) = xi j(t)+ vi j(t) (11)

where the meaning ofc1, c2, pi j(t), pg j(t),r1 j(t) andr2 j(t)
are the same as those in equation (3), c3 is an acceleration
constant,r3 j(t) is also a random function in the range [0,1]
which is independent tor1 j(t) andr2 j(t). w(t) starts with
a value 0.9 and linearly decreases to 0.4 [13] in terms of
equation (12). gi j(t) is the proleptic motion suggested by
ionic bond method of theith particle in thejth dimension,
which is computed by equation (13).

w(t) = 0.9− t
MaxIterations ×0.5 (12)

where MaxIterations is the number of maximum
iterations.

gi j(t) = di ×
|
−→Vi •

−→j |
−→Vi

(13)

where−→j is a unit vector in thejth dimension. According
to equation (5), (6) and (7), we obtain equation (14) as
follows:

gi j(t) =

√

d2
AB +R2−2×dAB ×R×

|
−→VAB •

−→Di|

|
−→VAB||

−→Di|

×
|(R×

−→Di −dAB ×
−→VAB)•

−→j |

|R×
−→Di −dAB ×

−→VAB|
(14)

where gi j(t) is the proleptic motion suggested by ionic
bond method of theith particle in thejth dimension.

With the guidance of ionic bond, the IBPSO algorithm
can evolve to global optimization purposefully.

The detailed procedure of IBPSO algorithm is
described as follows:

1. Initialize a population of particles with random
positions, velocities and granularities. Obtain the effective
detection area formed by stationary nodes.

2. Evaluate the effective coverage performance.
Compare and update the optimalpbest value of each
particle and the global optimalgbest of the whole
population.

3. Change velocity and position of a particle according
to equation (10) and (11) respectively.

4. Halve the granularity whengbest is not evolved in
recent 30 iterations, renew the velocities randomly, and re-
analyze the fitness.

5. Loop to step 1 until a criterion is met, usually
represented by a sufficiently small granularity, a
sufficiently good fitness or a maximum number of
iterations (MaxIterations).
// The process of IBPSO algorithm
Initialize particles population with random positions,
velocities and granularities;
Tmax = MaxIterations;
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t = 1;
while (t ≤ Tmax or ideal fitness is not attained)
do{

calculate fitness value of each particle using fitness
function;

updatepi j(t) if the current fitness value is better than
pi j(t −1);

determinepg j(t): choose the particle position with the
best fitness value of all the neighbors as thepg j(t);

for each particle{
calculate particle velocity according to equation

(10);
update particle position according to equation (11);

}
t++;

}
However, as the assumptions mentioned in section 2,

compared IBPSO algorithm with PSO algorithm and the
Ion-6 Method, a stronger search ability and a faster
convergence speed to obtain the optimal deployment
require that all the sensor nodes have accurate orientation
abilities and spend more energy consumption. We
sacrifice some hardware conditions to achieve a higher
efficiency and a faster speed. Fortunately, with the
development of microelectronics technology, the cost of
the sensor nodes and orientation devices will lower and
lower, so the algorithm we proposed is feasible.

4. Simulation and analysis

4.1. Performance of the IBPSO algorithm

We use Visual Studio 2010 to develop a simulation
software which is appropriate for the deployment of
wireless sensor network in order to verify the
effectiveness of the algorithm of IBPSO.

Values of specific simulation parameters are shown in
Table 1. We assume that local optimum valuec1, global
optimal valuec2 and the valuec3 of ionic bond oriented
to particles have the same influence during the particles
evolution processso we set all the three learning factors
c1=c2=c3=1.

In this section, simulation experiments are carried out
to investigate the performance of IBPSO. Sensor nodes
are considered to be randomly deployed in a square
region with area of 100× 100m2, 300× 300m2 and
400×400m2 respectively. The detailed parameters values
are shown in Table.1.

According to Fig.3, Fig.4 and Fig.5, the results with
100 times average in experiments show that the excellent
performance on coverage carried out by IBPSO, the
distribution of sensor nodes determined by IBPSO is
symmetrical and effective, and the effective coverage
determined by IBPSO are 96.12%
(T = 100 × 100m2,N = 100), 97.49%
(T = 300 × 300m2,N = 250) and 98.76%
(T = 400×400m2,N = 400) respectively.

Table 1 Experiment parameters

Parameter Name Parameter Values

Target regionT
100×100m2

300×300m2

400×400m2

Distribution mode random distribution
Number of nodesN 100, 250, 400

Communication radius of node R 5m
Learning factorc1 1
Learning factorc2 1
Learning factorc3 1

MaxIterations 300
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(a) Random placement in 100×100 area
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(b) Deployment after execution of IBPSO in
100×100 area

Figure 3 Coverage comparison between IBPSO and Random
deployment in 100×100 area

4.2. Comparative analysis of algorithms

In this section, a series of simulation experiments are
executed to illustrate the effect on the performance of
IBPSO algorithm by comparing with three existing
algorithms. Article [12] proposed an algorithm based on
particle swarm optimization called PSO algorithm, article
[8] put forwards a position-less self-deploying method for
wireless sensor networks based on the ion-6 method, and
article [14] uses unattended random node deployment and
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Figure 4 Coverage comparison between IBPSO and Random
deployment in 300×300 area

partial coverage in wireless sensor networks for
long-lasting surveillance of areas of interest. We compare
these three algorithms with IBPSO algorithm proposed in
this paper and analyze their respective performances from
the following three aspects: effective moving ratio
(EMR), deploying time and coverage rate of the given
area.

Fig.6 displays the effective moving ratio. In the PSO
process, sensor node always moves a small-step to adjust
the moving direction. The average EMR of a sensor node
ranges from 1.15 to 1.36. By computing and selecting the
suitable candidates, each node can achieve to the ideal
position by almost one step with the Ion-6 method, which
introduces nearly zero redundant moving distance when
network scale is 19. When the network scale is 127, the
EMR of Ion-6 method is only 1.2. The EMR of Random
deployment is ranged from 1.1 to 1.28 while the EMR of
IBPSO is ranged from 0.8 to 1.17. It implies that IBPSO
causes less redundant moving compared of the former
three algorithms.

Fig.7 shows the time to complete the deployment.
Sensors in the PSO process use small and uncertain
moving steps to adjust their positions. When the number
of sensor nodes grows, time to complete the deployment
increases rapidly. On the contrary, sensor nodes in the
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Figure 5 Coverage comparison between IBPSO and Random
deployment in 400×400 area
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Figure 6 The effect moving ratio (EMR)

Ino-6 method use large moving steps to adjust their
positions when sensors are crowded. The adjusting step
gradually shrinks when sensors spread out. IBPSO
improves the two algorithms and the deploying time is the
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shortest in the four algorithms which is confirmed by
curve changes in Fig.7.

Then we do lots of experiments in the 100× 100m2

area to test the coverage rate of the given area when the
number of sensor nodes is 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100
separately. Curves in Fig.8 show that along with the
increase of sensor nodes, coverage rate of the four
algorithms all become larger and IBPSO algorithm we
proposed can lead to the largest coverage rate in the
sensor node network.

For detailing the performance of the proposed IBPSO,
we compared IBPSO with PSO in the aspect of the
improvement in coverage. As shown in Fig. 9, obviously,
the IBPSO can converge more rapidly, where it can
achieve global optimal searching with only 110 iterations.
The PSO can only complete the global searching after
250 iterations. This performance also confirmed the
advantages of IBPSO.
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Figure 9 The improvement in coverage during the execution of
the IBPSO and PSO

4.3. Discussion

So far, we have analyzed the performance of the proposed
node deployment algorithm and got a satisfied conclusion
that the IBPSO algorithm has the advantage in three
aspects: the effect moving ratio, deploying time and
coverage of the given area. In this section, we address one
practical issue to discuss several important parameters of
the IBPSO algorithm.

Before discussion, we assume that the sensor node
itself has the basic orientation function and it can
calculate the current position.

We remark that IBPSO integrated the advantages of
particle swarm optimization and ionic bond based method,
which can be discussed in equation (15):










































vi j(t +1) = w× vi j(t)
+c1× r1 j(t)× (pi j(t)− xi j(t))
+c2× r2 j(t)× (pg j(t)− xi j(t))

−→Vi = R×
−→Di −dAB ×

−→VAB
vi j(t +1) = w(t)× vi j(t)

+c1× r1 j(t)× (pi j(t)− xi j(t))
+c2× r2 j(t)× (pg j(t)− xi j(t))
+c3× r3 j(t)×gi j(t)

(15)

wherew is inertia weight used to control the effect of the
previous velocity on the current velocity.c1 andc2 are the
learning factors to control the effect of the “best” factors
of particles; the definitions of other parameters can be seen
in equation (3), (7) and (10).

We pay attention to parametersc1, c2 and c3 (where
c1+c2+c3=1), c1, c2 reflect the effect of the PSO
algorithm andc3 reflects the proleptic motion suggested
by ionic bond method of theith particle in the jth

dimension. We consider the values ofvi j(t + 1) in two
situations wherec1, c2 and c3 take different values. The
given issue becomes a linear algebra problem.
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Situation 1. c1+ c2 =1, c3 =0
In this situation,c3=0 means that there is no influence

of the proleptic motion suggested by ionic bond method of
the ith particle in thejth dimension, thengi j(t)=0, IBPSO
algorithm degenerates into ordinary PSO algorithm.

Situation 2. c1+c2 =0, c3 =1
Similarly, in this situation,c1+c2=0 means that there

is no effect of the motion suggested by PSO algorithm.
Therefore IBPSO algorithm will degenerate into ordinary
ionic bond method, where the movements of nodes rely on
the moving direction−→Vi used in ionic bond method.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the ionic bond-directed particle swarm
optimization has been proposed as a practical approach
for sensor node deployment in wireless sensor networks.
The proposed IBPSO algorithm uses PSO to search the
optimal deployment strategy and determines the
velocities of particles in PSO by the tradeoff between
optimal solutions and ionic bond between sensor nodes.
Compared to Ion-6, IBPSO algorithm avoids the defects
of Ion-6 that fixed the node positions in order to form the
hexagon shape. Furthermore, IBPSO uses ionic bond
method to direct the movements of particles, so the global
searching and regional convergence abilities are better
than PSO. The simulation results demonstrate that IBPSO
can implement sensor node deployment much more
efficiently than Ion-6 and PSO, since it reduces the
computation time more than 15% with Ion-6 and 40%
with PSO respectively, and it also performs better on
improving the effective coverage area of WSNs, which
verify that IBPSO is competent for sensor node
deployment in wireless sensor networks. Howeverthe
IBPSO algorithm we proposed need some specific
assumptions such as the basic orientation function etc.
Therefore, our future work is to minimize these
assumptions and apply the proposed algorithm to the
actual scene.
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